The Alumni Fund for Excellence at HACC
https://youtu.be/c8XJtlKJpRU
[Fade in on medium shot of ADAM WALTER, HACC Alumnus, HACC Adjunct Faculty Member, sitting at table]
[Fade in music]
ADAM WALTER
My name is Adam Walter. I am an alumni from HACC. I'm also an adjunct faculty member and I currently work
in a, in higher education here in central Pennsylvania.
[Cut to photo of Dr. Ski, HACC’s President, handing a student his degree on stage at commencement]
ADAM VO
So the Alumni Fund for Excellence will enable
[Cut to photo of a student cheering on stage at commencement]
ADAM VO
faculty and staff, faculty like myself,
[Cut to photo of a student on stage at commencement]
ADAM VO
to request dollars to
[Cut to photo of a student smiling at commencement]
ADAM VO
better our classroom, to innovate our classroom.
[Cut to shot of an instructor at the head of a full classroom]
ADAM VO
Can we purchase different furniture or different desks instead of just having rows of desks and individualized
seats
[Cut to a wider shot of the same classroom]
ADAM VO
why not we have a collaborative table.
[Cut close up of ADAM speaking]
ADAM
And as much as it kind of is, kind of funny to go, hey we're having a group project, and you're like, no, no
group projects.
[Cut to shot of four students sitting and working together in a classroom]
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ADAM VO
but yet in the workforce
[Cut to shot of Lebanon SGA meeting]
ADAM VO
its group. It is collaboration.
[Cut to close up shot of Lebanon campus student talking in lounge area]
ADAM VO
So why not create that environment
[Cut to two shot of the same student and the person she is talking to]
ADAM VO
within the classroom.
[Cut to close up of ADAM speaking]
ADAM
But then also why not help bring in other alumni that are experiencing it right now.
[Cut to shot of alumnus smiling in front of Millennium Circuits Limited sign]
ADAM VO
Bring in a CEO, you bring a doctor, you bring in,
[Cut to shot of alumnus in chef’s uniform smiling and laughing in the Hotel Hershey kitchen]
ADAM VO
maybe a frontline manager of a local restaurant,
[Cut to close up of ADAM speaking]
ADAM
and bring them in and tell them, tell the students what they have experienced. That is innovation because now
we're not just learning what's in the textbook. We are seeing the application of it. These funds will help enable
with the college and thus, enable the students.
[Cut to photo of two students in cap and gown holding a handwritten sign that reads “The best is yet to
come!”]
ADAM VO
Again, return it back. It's cyclical.
[Cut to close up of ADAM speaking]
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ADAM
So, please join me in donating to the Alumni Fund for Excellence.
[Music fades out]
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